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Abstract
Image retrieval is stimulating activities and new approach is essential to improve the inference of semantic relationship of image 
annotation for low-level feature, enhance semantic retrieval and bridging the Semantic Gap. Current research on automatic image 
annotation pays little attention to the spatial relationships between objects in images; thus fail to provide and extract the relation 
information. Spatial relationships could enrich the semantic description of images and enhances the power and precision of 
queries in retrieval. This paper discusses work done in order to identify and select a set of specific spatial relationships terms to 
be used for further experiments in automate the spatial extractions in images. The spatial relationships are considered fuzzy and 
usually depend on human interpretation. A preliminary study: an online Image Description Survey is developed consisting ten 
Corel Dataset images to discover and perceive human aspects for describing images using spatial terms. The survey is 
implemented using PHP and published online for public to respond. Analysis of the result found that there are 45 spatial terms 
used by the users in describing the relations of objects in the images, and 28 terms occurred more than once. Further analysis and 
discussion focus on these 28 terms. The most commonly used is spatial term above for relative relationships with frequency 
occurrence of 120, followed by spatial term bottom for absolute relationships with frequency occurrence of 57. The terms 
frequency of each spatial relationships is also discussed in a form of correlations matrix for detecting significant relations of
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spatial terms used between images. There are a number of different ways how each of the users used spatial terminology in 
describing an image and analyzing these responses is quite challenging. The study show a set of frequently used spatial terms. 
These terms and their reciprocal shall be considered for next stage of algorithms development in computing and extracting the 
spatial terms automatically from images to enhance the capability of the retrieval system as well as for meeting the needs and 
requirements of users in the future.
1. Motivation
Rapid growth in the volume of multimedia information creates new challenges for information retrieval and 
sharing, and is stimulating activities on the advancement of Semantic Web technologies [1]. An important 
component in most multimedia applications is the use and extraction of visual information. New approaches are 
essential to improve the inference of semantic image annotation for low-level feature, to improve semantic retrieval 
and bridging the Semantic Gap in image retrieval [2]. Much initial research on automatic image annotation 
represents images in terms of low level features, regions or object labels, but pays little attention to the spatial 
relationships between those regions or objects. Current annotation systems may identify and provide labels for 
objects in an image such as a car and building but fail to provide the information that the car is near and to the left of 
the building. Moreover, research on image annotation is mainly concerned with assigning textual labels to images at 
the global level, but when labels assigned locally [3], the extraction of spatial positions and relational descriptors is 
often neglected. 
Spatial relationships are one way to describe regions or objects in an image and often capture more relevant parts 
of information in the image. To enrich the semantic description of the visual information, it is important to capture 
such relations. The use of spatial information enriches the possibilities for semantic description of images and 
enhances the power and precision of queries which can be handled in automated retrieval. In a way it also would 
enable the users to annotate regions or objects of images with better and more expressive meaning using spatial 
terminology during search queries and retrieval of required images, producing high level semantics and making 
semantic annotation systematically easier. The research proposes novel automatic approaches to the extraction of 
spatial information among objects in images in order to improve the image annotation process which leading to 
richer querying and retrieval facilities for image retrieval. This paper discusses work done in order to identify and 
select a set of specific spatial relationships terms to be used for further experiments and developments.
The study began by looking into the previous research to make initial proposals of spatial terms to be developed. 
The spatial relationships are often considered to be fuzzy concepts and usually depend on human interpretation [4].
Hence, in order to identify how humans describe images using spatial terms, an online Image Description Survey 
has been developed to obtain image descriptions from users. The rest of the paper is organized into sections of 
previous works on spatial relationships; aim and objective of the survey conducted; the development of the 
instrument; results and discussions on the analysis and findings of the study; and finally conclusions are drawn and 
future work outlined.
2. Previous Works
The need for an efficient technique to store and retrieve images automatically based on their content is essential 
as this will speed the storing and retrieving process while enhancing the retrieval performance. In general, an image 
is retrieved either by high-level semantics, or by visual characteristics, or by their spatial relationships or by relative 
position of the icons [4] or symbols [5]. Two common kinds of representation of spatial relationship features are i) 
Topological relationships, which have been applied to Geographical Information System (GIS) due to their 
invariance under topological transformation, ii) Orientation or directional relationships, which concern partial and 
total orientation relationships among objects, describing where objects are placed relative to one another. The 
orientation relationships is more useful in image databases than topological relationships. 
[8] consider neighbouring relationships based on above, below, left and right, while [6] categorized the 
relationships into 8 spatial relations by considering right, left, above, below, near, far, contain and next; and absolute 
position including centre, North, North-east, North-west, South-east and South-west. A unified representation of 
spatial objects for 4 topological relations and 8 directional relationships is presented by [7] and [9] proposed a 
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symbolic image representation and indexing scheme to support retrieval of domain independent spatially similar 
images considered directional relations (quadrant) based on compass directions including North-East, North-West, 
South-East and South-West. Spatial similarity-based retrieval is an important class of content-based image retrieval 
and has generated a great deal of interest. [5] used augmented orientation approach for spatial relationships 
representation by focusing on transformations between symbolic objects and overcoming the ambiguity problems in 
other orientation representations. Studies done by [6-9] are closely related and work in this report begins by building 
and extending this previous work.
3. Aim and Objectives
In order to select a particular set of spatial terms prior to the development of automatic annotation, it was deemed 
valuable to explore how humans describe spatial relationships in images. The study aims to discover and gather 
users perspective on spatial relationships for describing images, to be considered for next stage where the 
development of algorithms is designed and computed to enhance the capability of the retrieval system. The 
professional images from the Corel dataset are used as the sample within our research scope in the domain of city 
view and places of interest. The objectives of the study are:
x To identify spatial terms commonly used by people to describe images for image retrieval applications.
x To recognize how people use these spatial relationships in sentences describing images. 
4. The Development of the Instrument
A web-based survey is developed and implemented. The survey was developed using PHP and implemented on 
the Web. Ten images were selected randomly from the Corel Dataset to be evaluated by the respondents of the 
survey. Respondents were asked to describe the spatial relationships and positions for the objects in each image. 
Main objects in the images have been identified but the respondents could use them and/or include other objects in 
the image and could use their own terminology for the spatial terms. All responses were captured by a PHP Script 
and saved into a data file. When the respondents finished completing the task, they press the submit button at the 
end of the survey. Each time a respondent submits, the data file is added with a new entry with a time and date 
recorded for the submission. A screen shot of the survey is shown in Fig.1 where the first image was been completed 
as an example to the respondent on how to complete the survey. Fig. 2 show all the images used in the survey.
Fig. 1. Charts for Pairs of Image 8-9
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Fig. 2. Survey’s Images
5. Results and Discussions
The number of respondents who filled in and submitted the survey was 15 people. Although a small number, it 
was sufficient to indicate the variety of spatial terms used by people and those used frequently. Results from the 
survey were accumulated and an analysis has been done. In the work which follows, we consider two main classes 
of spatial terms, relative terms which describe the relative positions of two objects and absolute terms which 
describe the absolute position of an object in the image. There were 45 spatial terms used by the respondents. To 
identify common spatial terms that are suitable to be used, we considered and analyzed spatial terms that have been 
used more than once. Hence, further analysis and discussion focus on the 28 spatial terms with more than one 
occurrence. The relative terms comprised of above, below, on, in, within, left, next, beside, by, between, over, 
around, across, under, behind and surround. The absolute terms comprised of top, bottom, left, right, middle, centre, 
front/foreground, centre-bottom, middle-bottom, middle-left and compass directions. We treated compass directions 
as one term. 
Table 1 emphasized the most frequently used term for each image in bold, and show other most commonly used 
terms for absolute and relative relationships terms in each of the image. In general, Table 2 shows the most 
commonly used term is above (relative) is the most commonly used for most of the images with frequencies of 9 to 
19, though the term left (absolute) is commonly used for Image 1 with frequency of 10 and term on (relative) is 
commonly used for Image 10 with a frequency of 14. 









1 LEFT 10 ABOVE, BEHIND 6, 6
2 BOTTOM 6 ABOVE 15
3 LEFT 13 ABOVE 19
4 RIGHT 9 ABOVE 12
5 TOP 8 ABOVE 12
6 BOTTOM 10 ABOVE 16
7 BOTTOM 6 ABOVE 9
8 BOTTOM 6 ABOVE 13
9 TOP, MIDDLE 4, 4 ABOVE 9
10 BOTTOM 8 ON 14
There are a number of way to discuss the information in Table 2, as for absolute relationships, the most 
commonly used term is bottom for Image 2, Image 6-8 and Image 10 with frequencies 6-8; term left for Image 1 and 
3 with a frequency of 10 and 13; term right for Image 4 with frequency of 9; and term top for Image 5 and Image 9 
with frequencies of 8 and 4. While for relative relationships, the most commonly used term is above for most of the 
Image 1-6
Image 7-10
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images with frequencies of 9 to 19, except for Image 10 where the term on is commonly used with a frequency of 
14. However, for Image 1 beside the term above, term behind also one of the most commonly used.
In addition to the most commonly used term per each image, a total use of each terms across the whole 10 images 
are also calculated. The total use of each spatial term for all the images shows that the most commonly used spatial 
term is above (relative) with frequency of 120, followed by bottom (absolute) with frequency of 57. From the result, 
it is apparent that most of the users use term above rather than below, term left rather than right though both pairs 
are reciprocal. 
5.1. Correlations Based on Terms
Here we consider correlations between terms assigned to images in order to explore whether significant relations 
between images can be discovered based on the spatial terms used by the respondents. The Correlation coefficient is 
a statistical measure that can show how strongly pairs of variables are related. From the analysis results, correlation 
between two images has been calculated and the Correlation Matrix is shown in Table 2. Each single value describes 
the degree of relationship between spatial terms used in describing the two given images. There are 45 pairs of 
correlation coefficient values for the 10 images. The strength and significance of a correlation coefficient is 
measured with the strongest positive correlation of being 1.0. Therefore the matrix shows that there are very strong 
correlation between Image 8 and Image 9. 
Table 2 Correlation Matrix between Pairing Images
Image 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 1.000
2 0.452 1.000
3 0.662 0.683 1.000
4 0.464 0.715 0.741 1.000
5 0.571 0.804 0.671 0.691 1.000
6 0.326 0.741 0.632 0.762 0.713 1.000
7 0.612 0.627 0.560 0.498 0.735 0.611 1.000
8 0.581 0.852 0.691 0.597 0.874 0.795 0.837 1.000
9 0.560 0.831 0.689 0.601 0.841 0.683 0.692 0.915 1.000
10 0.370 0.622 0.504 0.446 0.590 0.553 0.512 0.639 0.681 1.000
Absolute Terms Relative Terms
Fig. 3. Charts for Pairs of Image 8-9
Fig. 3 show spatial frequencies between Image 8- 9 for the pair of highly correlated images. The charts show the 
frequencies of each of the term in order to see visually where the correlation occurs. The figure shows that there is a 
similarity of number and type of terms used by the users in describing both images. This might be because the 
location of the main object referred to in both images is quite similar, where the main object: sky in those images is 
located above all other objects while most of other objects are at the bottom of the images. The composition of 
objects in Image 2 and Image 8 is quite comparable, though both involved with different objects.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
Based on previous research, spatial relationship terms have been recognized for consideration in our study. To 
decide which spatial terms to use, we designed a preliminary survey to identify human aspects in describing objects 
in images with spatial terms. The survey results have shown the commonly used spatial terms by the human/users in 
perceiving and describing those images.
The findings show that there are a number of different ways in which each of the users used spatial terminology 
in describing an image. Analyzing these responses is quite challenging for example to cater for the various styles of 
language that have been used in sentences describing those images. From the analysis, it is found that there are 45 
spatial terms have been used by the users in describing the absolute and relative positions of objects in the images 
including compass directions and 28 terms occurred more than once. 
In conclusion, the findings shows that the spatial relationship term above for relative relation and term bottom for 
absolute relation are the most frequently used terms. These relations and their reciprocal, above-below and top-
bottom shall be considered for next stage of algorithms development to compute and extract each of the spatial 
terms automatically from images in the future work. Other spatial terms to be considered are term on (relative) and 
term left (absolute) where the former may has some complicated aspects which should be measured and considered.
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